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Welcome to new members:
Geoffrey and Rachel Smith and Family from Ulting
Mrs Irene Allen from Langford
Mrs Eleanor Burgess from Boreham
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

We welcome members’ photos, articles and other contributions to Coates’
Cuttings. Please e-mail them to nl@chelmercanaltrust.co.uk or post them
to Windmill Pasture, Little Waltham Road, Chelmsford , Essex, CM1 7TG.
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“Caretaker” Editor’s column
If you attended the Trust’s AGM in July, you will
know that Mike Lewis decided to step down as editor
of this publication. I am sure you would agree that
Mike did a fine job over the years, and we are most
grateful for his hard work.
0ur contributors have been as active as ever, and there
have been important developments to tell you about,
so we have put this issue together as best we can to
continue “normal service.”
The big news story is the arrival of Buddy Buster, the
new workboat for use by volunteers on the waterway.
We have the usual mix of interesting articles. I can’t
help wondering how it would end if the tale of the
“Bad Baddow Boys” (see page 8) had taken place in
modern times.. It is perhaps also fortunate that there
was no police involvement in the events related by
our poet in residence! (see page 14)
Now that you are reading this, it means that we are
gathering contributions for the next issue, so if you
have an interesting story to tell, a view to express or a
suitable picture for publication, please send it in for
the next issue!
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Buddy Buster - our new Work Boat
Many of the tasks our work party volunteers do are made more
effective, and easier, as a result of us being able to work from
the water, often using one of Essex Waterways Ltd.’s
workboats. There were three boats and four areas where boats
are needed, and it was felt that our volunteers could be
supported even more if a further reliable, fit for purpose boat
was in place. Essex Waterways Ltd. (EWL) also wanted to
increase the resource available for maintenance work and the
idea of a jointly-owned new boat was born. Months went by as
funding applications were submitted and it was good news to
hear that Chelmer Canal Trust’s application to Awards for All,
for the maximum £10,000 grant available, had been successful.
Similarly, EWL gained their grant from Essex County Council.
Further negotiations took place while the new boat was ordered
and the plans modified to ensure that we would get a piece of
equipment that suited a range of uses. Further negotiations were
needed to put in place the arrangements needed for joint
ownership of the boat by The Trust and EWL. Eventually the
new boat was constructed and delivered to us. Buddy Buster is a
6m twin-hulled vessel built in Liverpool, by Liverpool Water
Witch Marine. Made almost entirely of recyclable marine grade
aluminium, Buster has deckplates to form a single flat work
platform and a skip and weedbasket both of which can be slung
between the hulls. (Note that it is made from ‘recyclable’, not
‘recycled’ aluminium as reported in a local paper! – it is not the
reincarnation of millions of ring pulls!). A front-loading ramp
enables equipment and materials to be loaded and unloaded and
a powerful 20hp outboard engine, with electric lift, means that it
can push against, and collect, the largest rafts of weed.
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Friday June 13th was a day of celebration when Buddy Buster
was officially launched. Such was their enthusiasm that local
dignitaries from Essex County Council, Chelmsford Borough
Council and Maldon District Council, representatives from IWA
and our own Trust arrived early at Heybridge Basin to watch the
launch. They were hosted on the trip boat The Elver while Colin
Edmond from EWL and Russ Hicklin, one of our regular
volunteers, prepared for Buster to be lowered by crane into the
water. Twenty volunteers, mainly from Essex and Suffolk
Water, looked on.

All went smoothly and to plan. The Elver manoeuvred into the
middle of the basin and, responding to a wave from the
dignitaries Buster was lowered in to the water. Within seconds
of it being afloat Russ lowered the engine and started it up and
Buster was taken the short distance to the The Elver to be
-5-

shown to our invited guests. It was felt that smashing a bottle of
champagne over the bows was a waste of good drink;
consequently a modest amount of champagne was splashed over
Buster’s deck for good luck with the remainder being served to
our invited guests.

Our Chair, William Marriage, and EWLs’ Chair, Roy Chandler,
explained the features of the new boat and the uses to which it
would be put. Such was the interest shown by our guests that
they accepted the offer of a tour of part of the Long Pond when
it was possible to show them many of the challenges involved in
managing the Navigation.
With no time to spare Buster was being loaded with materials
for bank repairs by the work-party from Essex and Suffolk
Water. Buster was already working for its living!
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Report on the proceedings of the Annual General Meeting of the
Chelmer Canal Trust held on Thursday 17th July 2008 at
Langford and Ulting village hall.
Some twenty members attended and the meeting was chaired by our
President, Lord Petre.
The formal business commenced with the approval and adoption of
the last meeting’s minutes. The chairman’s and the treasurer’s reports
and accounts were approved without any amendments or questions.
The directors/trustees for the year, 2008-2009, were elected:
E Burgess, V. Cummins, N. Frost, M. Lewis and W.F. Marriage.
Some discussions took place during the meeting on the desirability of
more negotiations with regard to connecting the navigation to the
river Chelmer at Chelmsford and to the Museum of Power at
Langford, and the Trust’s lobbying in support of the proposed new
cut in Chelmsford. The matter was left for the directors to pursue.
Grateful votes of thanks were made to the three retiring long serving
trustees: Mike Lewis, the editor of our prestigious newsletter Coates
Cuttings, Paul Archer, our treasurer, and Dudley Courtman, company
secretary and chairman. It was acknowledged that they had served the
Trust with loyalty and distinction.
The meeting was followed by a
fascinating presentation by Jim
Jenkins of Essex and Suffolk
Water. As well as explaining
some of the infrastructure we see
on the navigation, it was an eyeopener to understand the huge
engineering projects necessary to
ensure that the taps don’t run dry
for the growing population of
this “semi arid” part of the world.
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The Bad Baddow Boys
The old gravel pit at Great Baddow just a little way up Beehive Lane
must have been active in the 1930’s, perhaps its sand and gravel was
used in the construction of the 1937 Chelmsford bypass with its
concrete viaduct and bridge over the river and the broad meads.
During the Second World War the pit became not only a receptacle
for unwanted rubbish but also an ideal place to store ammunition
because it was protected by sheer sides and had a narrow entrance
which could be easily guarded. This did not deter the adventurous
boys from Baddow who kept a close eye on it. So when victory was
secure and the pit was abandoned to the newts, sand martins, and old
cars, sufficient attraction in themselves for small boys, the lure of
finding discarded ammunition was irresistible.
Probably before the last guard had left his post they pounced and
helped themselves. They emerged triumphant garlanded by
bandoliers of live bullets and started off home down Beehive Lane.
But when they reached the Beehive pub they were met by a “bobby”
on his bike who immediately ordered them to stop. Not willing to
give up their precious prizes they set off at great speed up Baddow
Road with the policeman in hot pursuit.
The policeman rapidly gained ground so when they came to the
footpath known locally as “Lovers Lane” they followed it downhill to
the wide meads and across towards the river. The footpath was not
very bike friendly so the policeman abandoned it and took up the
chase on foot. It was hard going for all .The boys, although weighed
down by their stolen weaponry, were still ahead at Barnes Lock
where they crossed over and took the towpath towards Sandford Mill
After another mile’s running they reached the “umbrella bridge”- so
named because the towpath-passed underneath, making it an ideal
emergency shelter. They were exhausted and realised that desperate
measures were called for if they were going to escape from
something worse than a good telling off! They threw all of the
ammunition in the river. Revitalised by the shedding of a heavy
burden they easily outran the law.
Recent canal maintenance activity in that area has dredged up some
live bullets. The mystery of where they came from has been solved.
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Perhaps the boys, by now god fearing local men, might be persuaded
to hand themselves in?

KEY TO MAP
1. Springfield Basin
2. Springfield Lock
3. Barnes Mill Lock
4. Sandford Cut and “Umbrella” Bridge
5. Sandford Mill Lock
6. Graces Footbridge
6A Haunted bridge?
7. Cuton Lock and Pill Box
8. Stonhams Lock
9. Boreham Bend
10. Little Baddow Lock and Mill
11. Boreham and Brook bridges
12. Little Baddow Church
13. Paper Mill Lock
“Bad Baddow Boys” Route ---------------------------
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The Ghost of Graces Bridge
A footpath from Chelmsford to Danbury follows the towpath for
several miles before crossing the canal at Graces Bridge just beyond
Sandford Lock. The path continues eastward to a long tree lined
avenue to the Tudor built “Great Graces”, once the home of Sir
Henry Mildmay. After his first wife died he married the pretty young
Alice, the daughter of Sir William Harris of Creeksea Place. Henry
was not at home very often as he was involved in fighting the wars
with Spain. (When he was home perhaps he preferred to spend his
time socialising with his relation, Humphrey Mildmay of Danbury
Park; the latter’s diary tells us something of their leisure time
activities: “To Mrs Mann’s for supper where I loved and kissed the
wenches exceedingly”.) Henry’s magnificent tomb in Little Baddow
Church depicts him with his head on his right hand and a truncheon
in the other with his two wives knelt before him in supplication. He
treated Lady Alice so unkindly that she was driven to drowning
herself in a nearby brook. Her suicide is depicted on the Mildmay
tomb by the fact that she is holding a skull.
It has always been assumed that the brook in question was Sandon
Brook just down the once elm tree lined avenue from “Graces”. A
local legend has grown up around its bridge over the brook that it is
haunted by her ghost. (I can confirm that as a boy, against the advice
of our geography master, “Copper” Smith, - nicknamed after the
colour of his hair rather than his temperament - who doubted our
courage, I set out with some friends one night down the dark avenue
of large elm trees to see Alice’s ghost. Needless to say as we neared
the haunted spot, the bridge over the brook, we lost our nerve and
retreated in great haste, just as “Copper” had predicted!).
The legend was given further credence by a local clergyman, Jesse
Berridge, who wrote a novel entitled “Graces Walk”, the epilogue of
which contains an intriguing letter written by a Master Walter Raynol
to Sir William Harris of Creeksea Place:
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“ I rode by twilight down Gracys Walk….My soul darkened within
me, and it seemed that the great trees in the avenue stooped above
me, and shadowed my way as though in agreement with my soul. I
got a horror of the place, and the influence of it, and I
Vowed that so long as my life lasted, I would go there no more….And
them she came to me as it seemed amid the shadows of the Walk.
Methought I saw her at first a little way ahead of me, moving slowly,
her hands spread out a little - her face – ah God, how beautiful…. I
reined my horse, and waited marvelling……I thought she drew
nearer, and my heart nigh broke within me. I saw her eyes with no
earthly light in them – and as I looked, lo, she was gone. A wreath of
mist passed across the Walk. I lingered till the stars shone above,
where the trees shut them not from me, and then went onward….”
Lady Alice’s spirit has, according to local legend, haunted Graces
Walk ever since but no further sightings have been made .During the
second world war when troops were stationed in the area to guard the
illuminated decoy for enemy aircraft, they were reluctant to go on
night sentry duty. Some, fortified with Dutch courage – liquid spirits!
- would see in the New Year ghost hunting in Graces Walk. In such
circumstances none of their subsequent claims would have been
believed!
In 2001 strange things happened to a young couple who moored
their narrow boat next to Graces foot bridge over the canal for the
night. They had such a frightening experience that they decided in the
pitch black to move somewhere else!
Their story is told in our book, “Tales of the Chelmer and
Blackwater”:
“….They settled down for the night. As it was now quite dark and,
apart from the steady hum of traffic passing along the nearby busy
road, there was nothing else to disturb them – or so they thought!
Not long after closing up for the night they heard noises outside the
boat and saw lights being flashed across the windows. Thinking that
local youths were having some fun at their expense, they ventured
outside to investigate, but there was no one to be seen, and apart
from the traffic in the distance they could hear nothing or see anyone.
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Further checking along the adjacent footpath revealed nothing, not
even a solitary night fisherman angling for a catch.
Putting the disturbance behind them they tried again to settle down
for the night. A short while later noises outside the boat started again
– noises described as if someone was on the cabin roof, stones being
thrown and something being dragged along or across gravel on the
bank. Unknown to them at the time the bank to which they were
moored consists entirely of mud and grass
Annoyed with the continuing disturbances they quickly went out on
deck to confront the perpetrators. But once again there was no one to
be seen.
So, upset and uneasy because of the disturbance, they decided to pull
out their mooring pins and carefully head through the darkness
towards……another place to moor further upstream….to have a quiet
night’s rest.”
Their experience makes you wonder whether it was not Sandon
Brook where Lady Alice drowned herself but in the deeper water of
the River Chelmer. That’s if you believe in ghosts that is! Perhaps
some other boaters would like the challenge of a ghost hunt and moor
the night at Graces Bridge? It’s not to be recommended to those of a
nervous disposition, amongst whom, as I have confessed, I include
myself.

A boat experiencing
more tangible
troubles at the
“spooked” Graces
Bridge!
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Pantless in Heybridge
Ok, I have lost,
Although I prefer mislaid,
And in another sense, my hair,
And in the sense of never to be found
I have lost my wool
More times than I can remember.
I have lost my hat, my sock,
My scarf, my pen,
My keys, my comb, my watch, my way
And from time to time, my shirt
But never have I lost,
(Nor has anybody that I know)
My pants.
Yet there was the inescapable truth of it,
The bare facts you might say,
For all to see
No pants, no pants,
No pants, what a thing.
Was I to walk uncovered home
Before the incredulous eyes of the multitude,
Was I to cover my pantless modesty,
Yet heaven forbid, with my hands or hat,
Mercifully and on this occasion neither mislaid nor lost.
Had life prepared me for such a test?
But on a second, then a third, and yet a fourth
Reappraisal of the facts,
And the stolen, not lost and who’s wearing them now?
I followed the wind from the sea
Up the beach
Over the wall, through the marram grass to the fence
Where still protesting their loyalty to me
Were my pants
Flapping wildly from the wire
Oh heavens be praised!
I can safely say that the relief
From finding what once was lost
Was never more profound.
Don McCort
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Nature Notes

Swans
This year the pairs of swans along the canal – about half a dozenhave nested but on the whole it has been a poor year for cygnets.
Most have produced only one or two and some none at all.
The reasons for this are not clear except in one case where one nest
was built on the submerged island in Hoe mill pond. Although the
nest was safe from marauding foxes it was too close to the water to
withstand the high river levels caused by a period of heavy rain. This
was a great pity as they had been kindly disposed to the presence of a
pennywort clearer. The sitting bird nonchantly left the nest and
rearranged its eggs with its beak to ensure even incubation! (Alas, the
wildlife photo opportunity of a lifetime was missed by a few seconds)
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Moorhens
The moorhen nests along the navigation are increasing but have a
long way to go to reach the frequency of ten years ago. This might
suggest that the mink which have caused havoc to the wildlife might
be leaving the area (this
hypothesis is about to be tested
- see invitation opposite).
Moorhens, like the swans,
choose different sites for their
nests; some prefer low level
cradles amongst the reeds.
These
early
nests
are
threatened by rising water
levels but are reasonably safe
in
some
places
like
Heybridge’s Long Pond where
levels are more stable.
Moorhens often build display
platforms, where much of the
courtship takes place, and later
one of these is converted into a
nest in which the eggs are laid.
Once the young birds have hatched, they are moved to one or more
specially constructed “brood nests” as an alternative to their true nest.
The chicks are little balls of black fluff which when disturbed scurry
at high speed to a hiding place
in the bank side vegetation. In
summer nests and platforms are
built high above the water in
the patches of bulrushes. The
photos show how ingenious
and skilful they are. How such
frail birds twist and inter-twine
the strong rounded rushes to
make a cradle for their eggs is a
natural wonder.
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Mink
The Essex Chronicle of 17th
following headlines:

An invitation to a
meeting on the subject
July carried to from Phil Luke Maldon
Branch EWT

Mink Devastate Our Waterways
Vermin could wreck eco-system
Water voles at risk
Wildlife group may carry out cull
Threat of mink plague
This warning is a long time coming. The Trust
has been regularly reporting on the threat over
many years. Indeed the article in the 2004 May
edition of Coates Cuttings makes all of the
points covered in the newspaper article and in a
lot more detail. Mink have been sighted along
the whole length of the waterway and their
presence has led to a vast decline in the water
bird and vole populations. As well as killing
the young water birds they kill large fish. For
the newspaper to say that the vole population is
“at risk” is an understatement. There are
virtually none left.
The cavalry has, it seems, eventually arrived (I
am reminded of a similar long delay before the
threat of the invasive pennywort was
recognised. It was due to our initiative that
things started moving.) The Essex Wildlife
Trust has decided to carry out a survey with the
help of local councils. Mink tracking rafts –
described in our 2004 article – will be
deployed in the Heybridge area to assess the
mink population. If large numbers are present
then a cull will be carried out (Some think that
one mink is enough justification!)
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“It occurs to me that
some CCT members may
be interested in coming to
our meeting in September
as follows:
"Wednesday
10 September.
Water for Wildlife, an
illustrated talk by Darren
Tansley, Essex Wildlife
Trust Water for Wildlife
Officer, giving the latest
news on water vole and
otter recovery in Essex,
plus other wetland issues.
Indoor meeting at Friends
Meeting
House,
Butt
Lane, Maldon, 8:00 p.m."
Darren
has
been
extremely
busy
and
successful in his job. He
has recently secured the
agreement by Maldon
District Council that mink
culling can be carried out
in parts of Maldon district
(you may have seen the
front-page headline in the
Essex
Chronic.
last
week), a significant step
forward to improve the
situation for water-based
wildlife, particularly water
voles, in our area. Any
CCT members who would
like to come along would
be made very welcome.

Denaturing the Towpath

I am sure that all canal lovers will agree that our 14 miles of towing
path is a priceless social and environmental asset. Even when it was
in full time use by the bargees with their towing horses it was an
idyllic wander through the countryside to be enjoyed by many. Today
it is more popular than ever, and is
more accessible now that we are a
car owning society.
More use spells danger for all
beauty spots and can lead
eventually to the loss of their
intrinsic quality. We have not quite reached that state on the Chelmer
and Blackwater Navigation although there are warning signs. The
pressures of creeping urbanisation are slowly building and we must
be on our guard. We don’t want the towpath asphalted or metalled, or
unnecessarily widened. It provides a habitat for some endangered
species and rare plants, as well as a profusion of diverse wild flowers.
“Tidying it up” will destroy all this and spoil its natural
attractiveness.
We “improve” the towpath at our peril. It is a rough 200year old
footpath and should remain that way, otherwise this, and the next
generation, could be deprived of a spectacular walk on the wild side.
The “improved” denatured towpath
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The natural towpath

Nymphaeaceae?
Nymphaeaceae is a family of
flowering plants. Members of
this family are commonly
called water lilies and live in
freshwater areas in temperate
and tropical climates around
the world. . Water lilies are
rooted in soil in bodies of
water, with leaves and
flowers floating on the water
surface.
The white water lily is the birth flower for July and, depending on the
temperatures achieved in the good old British summer, can be seen in
the Long Pond together with its sister the pink waterlily during that
month. They have been there many years and I suspect were planted
by the owners of the small weekend huts which extended along the
riverbank before the
houses were built
there.
The beautiful nature
of water lilies has
led
to
their
widespread use as
ornamental
plants
but in warmer climes
some varieties can
proliferate
and
invade
moving
water. Fortunately
the lovely flowers
will not become like the Pennywort along the C&BN as the waterlily
dies back during our winter.
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Where else is there Pennywort?

Some of us who have spent many an hour on weedbusting work
parties have developed a particular sensitivity to a particular aquatic
plant. It’s a sort of paranoid loathing of the feral monster, which lurks
unnoticed waiting for a chance to wreak havoc on the unsuspecting
waterway. I refer, of course, to the dreaded Hydrocotyle
ranunculoides commonly known as American Floating Pennywort.
It is a cause for concern, that while the efforts to clear the Chelmer of
this invasive weed are undoubtedly improving the situation, you
don’t have to look far to find other bodies of water with serious
infestations. In the past, it was easy to get the impression that it was
just the Chelmer with this problem! We were led to believe by some
that all the other waterways were clear, but as we visit other places
we can see that this is no longer the case. While there is a river, canal,
stream, ditch or pond harbouring this weed, there is a problem which
can spread. We must be vigilant! Let’s hope that other waterways can
learn from our experience..

River Soar at Leicester

River Lee at Tottenham Hale

Parsonage pond at Broomfield
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Unusual Sightings
In our last edition we posed members some questions about some
strange objects along the navigation. Before revealing some new ones
here are some of the interesting comments that we have received:
The wooden platform constructed under a road bridge
The platform was provided to permit otters to pass under the bridge.
Evidently they don’t like swimming under bridges! Seems strange,
perhaps they fear a collapse or maybe the traffic noise overhead
bothers them- other theories welcomed! The otters approve of their
personal walkway and avoid having to cross the busy road.
The blue posts at Springfield Basin
These are special new facilities provided by Essex Waterways Ltd
Their "Official" answer is that the new blue posts are shore power
bollards installed by Essex Waterways Ltd to provide electricity for
boats visiting Springfield Basin. They also incorporate lighting in the
head. Potential users can obtain prepaid cards from Hugh Turner,
Moorings Manager. All part of encouraging boats to visit Springfield
Basin. So now you know.
Old posts below Ricketts Lock.
There is according to Essex County Council records, The Chelmer
&Blackwater Conservation Area Survey 2001- Essex Heritage
Conservation Record no 40121, “wood piles of former wharf 45m
long”. Given the location, it must be assumed that this was probably
an agricultural wharf, but as there were brick wharves, railway
wharves, granary wharves and industrial wharves, and others where
no sign of the former uses are evident, we cannot be sure. It was well
positioned to connect to East Coast ports and London via Heybridge
Basin sea lock. Any ideas anyone?
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This Edition’s Unusual Sightings
All explanations/suggestions/guesses
welcomed
1. Old iron work winch handle
spotted attached to the remains of
Chelmsford’s Bishops Mill.

2. Stainless
Steel
Cabinet on
quay at
Springfield
Basin

3.

Hexagonal
beam across
former mill
stream at
Bishops Mill
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4.

Phantom
bankside
terrace
below
Sandford
Lock

5. Circular
green field at
Boreham

Contact: dudleycourtman@googlemail.com
or 16 Roots Lane, Wickham Bishops CM8 3LS
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Events Diary
Wednesday
10th September 2008 at
8:00 p.m.

Water for Wildlife
(see the invitation in the article on Page 17)

Saturday 4th October
9.00 am - 12.30 pm

Work party
See our website for details

7th October 2008 at
8:00 p.m.

Evening Talk TBA
at Langford and Ulting Villiage Hall.

This event is being organised by Essex Wildlife Trust

Saturday, 11th October Chelmsford River Clean Up
A chance to join in with this worthwhile initiative
organised by Chelmsford Borough Council.
(the bacon rolls and doughnuts are highly recommended!)

Saturday 8th November
9.00 am - 12.30 pm

Work party
See our website for details

Saturday 6th December
9.00 am - 12.30 pm

Work party
See our website for details

Some useful phone numbers:
Chelmer Canal Trust — 07791 615634
Chelmer and Blackwater Navigation (IWA/Essex Waterways Ltd);- 01494 783453
Colin Edmond, General Manager - 01245 226245
Hugh Turner, Moorings Manager - 01245 222025
Martin Maudsley, Heybridge Basin - 07712 079764
Ron and Judith, Blackwater Boat Trips — 01206-853282
Heybridge Boat Trips — 07835 657462
Paper Mill Lock, Tea Room and Boat Trips — 01245 225520
Environment Agency —

General Enquiries: 08708 506 506 (Mon-Fri 8-6)
Incident hotline: 0800 807060 (Freephone* 24 Hour)

No articles may be copied or reprinted without the author'
s consent. The Chelmer Canal Trust may not
agree with opinions expressed in this newsletter. Nothing printed may be construed as policy or an
official announcement unless stated otherwise and no liability can be accepted for any matter in the
newsletter.

www.chelmercanaltrust.co.uk
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